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Latest News
Amid COVID-19 challenges, construction
has performed better than most industries
It's official: Video call fatigue is real
Construction sector adds 27,000 jobs in
November
Simple software creates complex wooden
joints
Bend, don't break: New tool enables
economic glass design

HOT NEW Product Spotlight

by

Dedicated Outside Air units

On average, we breathe in 3,400 gallons of air each day. Ambient indoor air pollution is a
major problem, affecting health and productivity in the workplace. Bringing in fresh,
outside air is absolutely critical to maintain indoor air quality. US companies lose billions
annually because of sick employees. Fresh air results in fewer sick days and fewer sick
kids, providing greater productivity.
Indoor air quality can affect long- and short-term health problems, including headaches,
eye irritation, cough, allergic reactions, and even carbon monoxide poisoning.
A dedicated outside air system (DOAS) from TempMaster® delivers clean, dehumidified
outside air in all weather and climate conditions. New standards for efficiency and highperformance green buildings continue to evolve. With a TempMaster® DOAS, you can
meet ASHRAE requirements for ventilation and energy efficiency...See More Features
and Benefits>>>

Interesting Stuff

13 Construction Technology Trends to Watch
The world’s rapid transformation from
manual processes to digital technologies is
empowering the industry. Construction
companies are now provided with
unprecedented levels of transparency,
choice and convenience. With enhanced
capabilities, there is an increased demand
for higher quality, greater safety and timely
completion of projects.
This influx of technological solutions is
mitigating risks and streamlining...More>>>

Material Shortages Significant Issue for
Construction Contractors During Pandemic
More contractors are facing a shortage of
building materials as the pandemic
continues, according to new fourth-quarter
data from the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
Commercial Construction Index (Index).
This quarter, 41% of contractors say less
availability of building products and
materials is a severe consequence of the
pandemic, up from just 15% saying the
same in Q3. More>>>

Follow Us!
Please follow us on LinkedIn to
see more helpful information and
engage with us.
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